Lasix Barn – Procedures - April 2022

All Current Guidelines Apply as it relates to
Lasix Treatment Times and Grace Periods

Procedures:

- Utilize 41 Stalls in the Ship in Barn for secure Lasix Barn (Already administer Lasix there)
- Only access/egress through one end of Barn to aid in control
- Lasix Horses will be assigned stalls grouped by race as determined by the commission Lasix clerk
- All horses on Lasix will report to the designated barn within the current approved timeline.
- Horses will be accompanied and placed in a designated stall where Lasix will be administered
- Horse will remain in Lasix barn/stall until it is time to report to the paddock for the designated race (May leave within 2.5 hours prior to their race post time – No Earlier)
- Horses shipping in will unload at either the Lasix Barn, designated barn or the trailer lot below racing office – unload and walk to the assigned area Lasix barn, assigned stalls.
- Only Lasix horses go to and stay in the Lasix Barn
- Other ship in horses will go to designated stalls adjacent to the Ship in Barn or other areas of the stable area as designated by the Racing office.
- Security will be present in the Lasix barn prior to treatment for the first race and will remain until the last horse exits for the paddock – checking horses in and directing to designated stalls.
- As horses exit the Lasix barn – stalls will be reviewed/cleaned/prepared for use same day or next
- Any items brought by trainers to the Lasix Barn are responsibility of the trainer to remove within a timely manner

At the discretion of the Racing Office – Horses shipping in, Not on Lasix, may be permitted to go directly to the paddock and remain until their race – Only Non-Lasix Horses and Only with Permission.